
Summary

There is a rise of new phenomenon in drug use in the last few years. There has been 

increase in the incidence of new synthetic drugs, or the so-called "legal highs" and their use 

in the general population became more frequent. Legal highs are substances that mimic the 

effects of illegal drugs, but they are not controlled by the United Nations Single Convention 

on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 or the UN Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 1971. 

These substances can produce comparable risks and harms simmilar to the illegal drugs 

(EMCDDA, 2009c).

The aim of research conducted for the purpose of this thesis is to reveal how the risks 

associated with the use of these products are percieved by their users, whether their legal 

status has any influence on the perception of their safety and how do the users minimize 

risks that may be associated with the use of these substances

Qualitative research carried out for the needs of graduate work used data obtained by 

two methods. The first method was a content analysis of online discussion forums of new 

synthetic drugs users. 16 online discussion forums with a total number of 832 posts were 

analyzed. The second method were semi-structured interviews with users of new synthetic 

drugs. They were conducted with 9 respondents.

Regarding the perception of risk, some users perceive the new synthetic drugs as 

risky. But there is also a group of users who perceive small riskiness of these substances, 

which is due to the opinion of these users, that the "legality" of substances is considered as a 

signal about their low efficiency. The users percieve the new synthetic drugs as more risky

after experiencing use of new synthetic drugs, especially those users who have experience 

with stronger or unexpected effects. The perception of risk is also increased on the basis of 

reported negative experience of people from their surrounding or from internet forums. Lack 

of information on the composition and effects of the substance (either short or long term) 

percieve users as risky. Users perceive the potential risk of addiction to these substances. 

Easy accesibility of new synthetic drug is also percieved as risky, because there are no 

control mechanisms that users percieve as functioning for illegal drugs market. Easy 

accesibility of new synthetic drugs to adolescents is percieved very risky by the users.

As for risk minimalisation, official sources of information are not trusted by users of 

new synthetic drugs. Information provided by vendors of new synthetic drugs are considered 

insufficient. Users try to minimize possible harms of using new synthetic drug by using a

smaller ammount of substances, especially at first use. New synthetic drugs users try to 

reduce harms form using by getting sufficient ammount of information on the substance 

used, and they try not to mix legal highs together or with other psychoactive substances. The 

setting of use is also considered as important factor for minimizing the risks.


